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ABSTRACT 

Detection and Prevention of cyber-attacks is a serious concern in all the enterprises varying 
from the short firm to bigger companies. In recent years, cyber criminals have evolved a lot and 
sophistication in the payload and attack strategies were also highly skilled. Existing security 
systems which uses conventional machine learning alone is not able to cope up with the present 
day attacks. Present day security systems with machine learning in the core engine always 
utilizes a heavy rule base. Hence there is always a need for an additional utility and support to 
detect intrusions, generating rules, generating feature base etc. This paper also proposes such a 
technique to support the existing intrusion detection system. The key idea of this research is to 
effectively utilize the Complex Event Processing (CEP) engine. The proposed CEP base is 
experimentally validated and the results also confirm that the proposed CEP outperforms the 
existing intrusion detection schemes.  
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INTRODUCTION  

 Intrusion Detection System are primary security system which sits on the gateway to 
monitor the network for any intrusion or attack [1]. The main classification of this IDS depends 
on two main category i) Signature based IDS and ii) Behaviour based IDS 

SIGNATURE BASED IDS 

Signature-Based IDS, also known as knowledge-based, are reliant on a database of known 
attack signatures. Signature-based systems look closely at data and try to match it to a signature 
pattern in the signature database [2][11-12]. If an incident matches a signature, the IDS registers 
that an attack has happened or is happening and responds with an alert, alarm or modification to 
firewall configuration. The main weakness of a Signature-based IDS is that its effectiveness is 
based on known attack methods. Upgraded or altered versions of known attacks are often 
undetected by the IDS [10]. Therefore, a Signature-based IDS is only as effective as its signature 
database so the database must be kept updated [3][13]. 

Behaviour Based IDS 

Behaviour-Based IDS, also referred to as a statistical intrusion IDS [14], profile-based IDS 
(anomaly detection) and heuristics-based IDS [15], monitors normal activities and events on the 
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system and scans for abnormal activities or events that are considered possible malicious 
activities [4]. This allows behaviour-based IDS to look for new and unknown vulnerabilities, 
attacks, and intrusion methods[7]. 

Behaviour-Based IDS have been known to produce false positives or false alarms because 
patterns of normal activities and events are fluid and can change day-to-day. This is the main 
weakness of behaviour-based IDS: if it produces multiple false positives, security administrators 
are less inclined to respond to the red flags [6]. 

The contribution of this paper is as follows: 

 A novel Hybrid Intrusion Detection System which uses Host IDS and Network IDS 

 Usage of Complex Event Processing engine to process the basic features  

 High correlation with the strong knowledge base 

 IDS as a standalone agent, which can be deployed in any network both in wired and 
wireless network.  

 This paper is organized as follows: Section II deals with the existing literature survey. 
Section III explores the proposed Hybrid Intrusion Detection System. Section IV explores the 
experimental setup. The penultimate section of this paper exhibits the results obtained and finally 
section VI concludes the paper.  

Literature survey  

 This section elaborates the existing intrusion detection system schemes.  

 Ranjan et al, 2015 [5] proposed Complex Event Processing based hybrid Intrusion 
Detection System. In their research, they utilized multivariate correlation analysis algorithm to 
correlate the basic events extracted with the base knowledge. However, the scheme is optimal 
and feasible for conventional system. Moreover, their scheme did not address the major issue of 
correlation time. Furthermore, their scheme generates the correlativity for each feature where 
comparing and analyzing the deviation among the feature is not an easy task.  

 Sibi Chakkaravarthy et al, 2018 [8] proposed a novel scheme, which utilizes the kernel 
density estimation, Hidden Markov model and Tandem Queue with Feedback for Wireless 
Intrusion Detection to detect wireless attacks. The key idea the WIDS is to Kernel Density 
Estimation and Hidden Markov Model for IDS model and based on the False positives, the 
feedback is given to the other queue an vice versa. Further, the author claims the accuracy of 
99% for known attack and 94% accuracy rate for unknown  hardened attacks.  

From the literature, it is obtained that the existing intrusion detection schemes used in the 
state of the IDS are only fixed and limited to the static network with bounded rules and policies 
[9]. Furthermore, the IDS which relies on single knowledge base requires faster computational 
power and generated rules for further validation and processing. Furthermore, present day attacks 
are sophisticated and requires a huge knowledge base. To address this issue, this paper proposes 
a novel hybrid intrusion detection system against the cyber-attacks. 
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Proposed method – Complex Event Processing 

 The proposed hybrid intrusion detection system is sub-divided into different modules. 
The host IDS, Network IDS and CEP module.  

Host IDS 

 Host IDS uses correlation based schemes to filter the deviated features and the features 
are crafted as the event and sent to the CEP engine.  

Network IDS 

 Network IDS extracts the network based features and applies same correlation. The 
correlated features are then crafted as the event and sent to the CEP engine for further 
aggregation.  

CEP module  

 CEP module is the kernel of the IDS because it process the event generated from the Host 
and network IDS. The nature of the CEP module is to correlate the events based on the 
knowledge base, which is predetermined by stored values and rules. If the correlativity exceeds 
the threshold then the alarm is set to trigger. Further, the CEP completely relies on the rule base; 
hence, better rule makes better accuracy. Figure 1 shows the architecture of the proposed hybrid 
intrusion detection system.  

 

Host-based sensor

Data traffic

Data traffic

Features extraction
CEP Engine

Alert

Pattern signature CEP Engine

Network-based sensor
 

Figure 1. Proposed Intrusion Detection System 
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Algorithm 

Begin 
Input: Features extracted from the IDS module  
Output: Stream of event  
For all the events 
 Apply correlation in CEP engine 
 If the obtained probability is less than the threshold 
 Compare the rule base 
 Trigger the alert  
End for 
End  
 

 
Figure 2. Screenshot of the proposed Hybrid IDS interface taken during intrusion detection 

process. 

Experimental Setup 

The proposed ensemble model is experimentally tested in the test bed. The test bed is 
configured with four Intel i7 machine running in Kali Linux Operating System with 8 GB RAM. 
Out four machines, one act as server. Machine 1, machine 2 and machine 3 are the three 
machines which run on different operating system is used for data collection. Out of all the 
machine, the server machine acts as a promiscuous gateway for monitoring and redirecting all 
the traffic. The experimentation is carried out in both the networks, wired and wireless. All the 
collected traffic are then stored in the form of pcap file for further analysis and research. 

Results and discussion  

 The proposed hybrid IDS is experimentally validated. Figure shows the results of the 
proposed Hybrid IDS during intrusion detection.  
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Figure 3. Traffic (attack vs normal), attack type: ddos, timestamp: T1 

Attack type 

Attack type as shown in the Figure 2 is configured, deployed and performed. IDS tuning is 
also performed in order to know the maximum threshold of the detection scheme. Further, a 
detailed illustration is also given on the Figure 3 for attack detection. Figure shows the captured 
traffic during attack condition. From the Figure 3, it is inferred that the packet flow during 
normal condition is mentioned in blue color whereas the attack condition packet flow is 
mentioned in red color. This shows that the packet flow rate during attack condition is of higher 
number when compared to the normal packet flow. Figure 3 – 6 shows the traffic during normal 
and attack condition.  

 

Figure 4. Traffic (attack vs normal), attack type : ddos, timestamp: T2 
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Figure 5. Traffic (attack vs normal), attack type : ddos, timestamp: T3 

 

Figure 6. Traffic (attack vs normal), attack type : ddos, timestamp: T4 

Conclusion  

Hence, this paper is concluded by proposing a novel intrusion detection system. From the 
experimental results, it is confirmed that the proposed Hybrid IDS is optimal and fast in 
processing the rule base when the CEP engine is added as the supplement to it. Further, the 
proposed IDS is capable of detecting any attacks, which is not priorly known. Further, the rule 
updation and dynamic CEP and scalable CEP can also be made possible. Hence, in future, the 
above-mentioned dynamic and scalable CEP can be added to the proposed Hybrid IDS.  
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